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Abstract

cident and disaster scenario for a traffic accident on a highway affecting many cars and and involving severe injuries.
In addition, the accident may have been initially caused by
a lorry transporting dangerous chemicals. This provides a
challenge for the core emergency and rescue services where
also police with traffic management must be involved (Figure 1).
Our modeling approach will focus in particular on emergency medical services involving ambulances and emergency care.
There are several guidelines for emergency care, and
these guidelines are often developed regionally. National
guidelines exist but are shallow and provide only overviews
typically with no specific information for on-site emergency
care. Well developed regional guidelines (e.g. [1]) are fully
adequate for emergency carers but are mostly insufficient
for information and decision support system development.
The purpose of this paper is to provide some initial steps
towards improving this situation by describing an information representation formalism which enables management
of uncertainty as well as information composition in crossfunctional scenarios.

Emergency and crisis response such as appearing in
large traffic accident management involves coordination
of emergency and rescue services and police. The management of information is a complex task where decision
support on site and distance management requires a wellfounded understanding of the underlying processes. The
Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) is used for
encoding processes related to emergency medical services.
BPMN is basically a syntax where the semantic part is left
to be specified by the applications. Our approach to semantics is drawn from categorical approaches to representing signatures and generalized terms. In particular, monads over Set, the category of sets, composed with the term
monad (over Set) turn out to be useful for modeling uncertainties both with respect to representation of observations
as well as time. BPMN Flow Objects, Connecting Objects
as well as Artifacts are represented as suitable morphisms
in the underlying categories enabled by the monadic instrumentation.

1 Introduction

2 Trauma

In this paper we will present a category theory based
semantics for BPMN used in cross-functional and eventbased workflow modeling of emergency medical services,
fire/rescue services and police, acting within and by a coordinated management1 . Our example is drawn from an ac-

The emergency care guidelines cover e.g. respiratory
syndromes, circulatory failure, trauma and prenatal situations. We will focus on trauma which typically may involve
skull fracture and spinal cord injury. It could also involve
facial, thoracic and/or abdominal injuries, or bleeding, hypothermia and burn wounds.

1 Research presented in this paper is supported by the Nordic Safety
and Security (NSS, 2008-2011) project funded by the European Regional
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The guidelines [1] for trauma/accident follow the principles of Pre-Hospital Trauma Life Support (PHTLS) and
starts by describing generally the process on the site of the
accident. Responsibilities are defined and steps to take involve making an assessment of the situation and setting up
goals for the care. Resources are acquired and the rescue
actions are coordinated with other emergency and police actions.
The emergency medical care core steps involves
• first assessments
• immediate life saving actions
• prioritization of injuries
• securing important functions before transportation
• minimizing complications during transport
• distribution of injured over health care units
Evaluations of injuries also come with classifications like
very urgent, urgent and not urgent. There are general criteria for severe trauma, and care of specific traumas are
guided by detailed descriptions and recommendations concerning
Figure 1. General view of BPMN SubProcesses and Sequence Flow between coordinated units represented by BPMN Pools.

• cause of the injury
• anamnesis
• symptoms
• investigation
• intervention
• monitoring
• transportation
Note e.g. how investigation overlaps with intervention, and
monitoring overlaps with transportation.
The core steps and detailed description are continuously
documented (BPMN artifact Doc in Figure 2), and the content of Doc is updated and refined both with respect to
data as well as certainty values attached to data. From
a formal point of view, data is represented by signatures
and terms modeled by the term monad, and certainties by
many-valuedness as modeled by the many-valued powerset monad. The composition of the many-valued powerset
monad with the term monad provides the underlying data
structure for Doc. The BPMN Sub-Process for the emergency care core steps is outlined in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The emergency medical care SubProcess reflecting the guideline.
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3 Business
(BPMN)

Process

Modeling

Notation

activities will be performed in a Process, but nothing is
said about overlaps, like the one for monitoring and transportation of patients. A Message Flow is expected to show
the flow of messages between two participants that are prepared to send and receive them. Synchrony or asynchrony
is not mentioned at this point.

BPMN [3] as a process language is intended to be a a
standardized bridge for the gap between process design and
process implementation. Process design must be closer to
human language, whereas process implementation in closer
to computer language. BPMN comes with syntax but possess no semantics. BPMN enables not just process information but in particular the communication of process information between participants in the process. Indeed, nothing is said about semantics, and therefore clearly nothing is
specified concerning logic and the way participants act and
infer with and by tasks and sub-process in the process as a
whole.
Our standpoint is that different logics will occur with one
and the same process. Here we take logic in the general
meaning according to the formalism of general logics [20].
Within one atomic task there is just one underlying logic
since an atomic task typically contains specific guidelines
and rules based on which patterns of actions and methods
of inference emerge and develop. A task typically then contains a rule base and a sub-process a structure of ’communication logics’. Whenever inferences are made, typically
using the inference rules attached to the entailment attached
with the task, the result is always and at least a variable
substitution. It is more specific to consider the whole variable substitution as an artifact than just the data attached
to variables. This seems like an unnecessary subtle distinction, but it is important to note that sub substitutions can be
composed whereas there are no corresponding operations
for enlarging just data.
BPMN diagrams build syntactically upon four basic categories of elements, namely Flow Objects, Connecting Objects, Artifacts and Swimlanes. Flow Objects, represented
by Events, Activities and Gateways, define the behaviour of
processes. Start and End are typical Event elements. Task
and Sub-Process are the most common Activities. There
are three Connecting Objects, namely Sequence Flow, Message Flow and Association. Swimlanes consist of Pools
and Lanes. Gateways, as Event elements, handle branching,
forking, merging, and joining of paths. Pragmatically it is
easy to see most of the logic residing in gateways. However,
we must distinguish between logic that is internal to the
process and logic that resides more on the meta-level and
semantically outside the tasks. Logic internal to Tasks and
Sub-Processes are managed by general logics formalisms,
whereas meta-level logic, which may even be informal, is
executed in Gateways. A Data Object (like Doc is an Artifact and indeed not a Flow Object.
BPMN indeed provides no semantics but gives some
hints where semantic issues eventually will become visible. A Sequence Flow is expected to show the order that

4 Monads
A monad over a category C is a written F = (F, η, µ),
/ C is a covariant functor, and η : id
/F
where F : C
/
(id is the identity functor) and µ : F ◦ F
F are natural
transformations such that
µ ◦ Fµ = µ ◦ µF
and
µ ◦ Fη = µ ◦ ηF = idF
.
The Kleisli category CF for F (over C) consists of the
/ Y in CF are
same objects as in C and morphisms f : X
/ FY in C. Thus, η F : X
/ FX in
morphisms f : X
X
C represents the identity morphism in CF . Composition of
morphisms in CF is given by
(X

4.1

f

/ Y ) ¦ (Y

g

/ Z) = X

µF
Z ◦Fg◦f

/ FZ.

The term monad

S∞
Let Ω = n=0 Ωn be an operator domain, where Ωn
contains n-ary operators.
S∞The term functor TΩ : Set →
Set is given as TΩ X = k=0 TΩk (X), where
TΩ0 (X)
k+1
TΩ (X)

= X,
= {(n, ω, (mi )i≤n ) | ω ∈ Ωn , mi ∈ TΩk (X)}.

Note that (n, ω, (xi )i≤n ) represents the more common notation ω(x1 , . . . , xn ) for a term.
In order to obtain the term monad ([19]) TΩ =
TΩ
(TΩ , η TΩ , µTΩ ), define ηX
(x) = x, and let µTXΩ =
?
idTΩ X be the Ω-extension of idTΩ X with respect to
(TΩ X, (σnω )(n,ω)∈Ω ).
Morphisms in Kleisli categories are generalized substitutions. In the case of the monad being the term monad,
generalized substitutions are clearly the ordinary substitutions of variables with terms.

4.2

The fuzzy powerset monad

The usual covariant powerset monad P = (P, η, µ) is
given with PX being the set S
of subsets of X, together with
ηX (x) = {x} and µX (B) = B.
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For the many-valued extension let L be a completely distributive lattice. In the case of L = {0, 1} we write L = 2.
The many-valued powerset functor L ([15]) is now defined
/ L, where
by LX being the set of mappings A : X
/
morphisms f : X
Y in Set extend to morphisms Lf
according to
_
Lf (A)(y) =
A(x).
f (x)=y

Figure 3.
(MOP).

We obtain a monad ([19]) L = (L, η, µ), when ηX :
/ LX is given by
X
(
1 if x = x0
ηX (x)(x0 ) =
(1)
0 otherwise
and µ : L ◦ L

4.4

/ L is given by

µX (M)(x) =

_

A(x) ∧ M(A).

(2)

Note now how 2 indeed is the usual covariant powerset
monad P. Further the category of sets and relations, where
/ Y are ordinary
objects are sets and morphisms f : X
relations f ⊆ X × Y with composition of morphisms being
relational composition, is isomorphic to the Kleisli category
Set2 .

Variables substituted by many-valued
sets of terms

The composition L ◦ TΩ can be extended to a monad
L • TΩ by means of a ’swapping’ ([8]) σX : TΩ LX →
LTΩ X where σX |T 0 LX = idLX , and further, for l =
(n, ω, (li )i≤n ) ∈ T α LX, α > 0, li ∈ T βi LX, βi < α,
let
σX (l)((n0 , ω 0 , (mi )i≤n )) =
^
σX (li )(mi ) if n = n0 and ω = ω 0

= i≤n

0
otherwise
The natural transformations η : id
/ LT are defined as follows
µ : LTLT
η = ηL T ◦ ηT

Programming

Monad-Oriented Programming

In Section 3 we made a distinction between process integrated logic and meta-level logic.
For comparison, also in automata you could make this
distinction. Let S be a set of states and E a set of events. A
/ S. The state
state transition is a mapping t : S × E
transition function together with S and E is traditionally
called a deterministic automaton, being finite if S is a finite
set. The set E is seen as an alphabet and E ∗ as the set of
’words’ created by the characters in the alphabet. Formally
speaking, E ∗ is the free monoid over E. Kleene’s theorem,
about any language accepted by a finite automaton being
regular, is folklore in this non-categorical setting where all
sets are assumed to reside in the underlying set theory. This
means that sets appear both in the object language as well
as the metalanguage (of set theory) when discussing events
and states.
Monad-oriented programming clearly means making the
distinction. For automata this means e.g. using the powerset monad when managing non-deterministic automata, and
not just the powerset of S as an element on the meta-level of
set theory. Using monads e.g. in general logics means placing the language core elements within a categorical framework thereby at the same time identifying which part of the
language remains on the meta-level, typically represented
formally by Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory.
BPMN being syntactic means that simulation and animation of processes are not straightforward as underlying
computational models, and their semantics, are (deliberately) missing. Discrete simulation models, such as e.g.
provided by Petri nets, are expected to be useful. At the
same time we must be aware of the generality as provided
by the partially ordered monads and their compositions, as
the underlying monad for conventional computations is just
the term monad from declarative point of view and the powerset monad from relational point of view. The use of a wide
range of partially ordered monads indeed goes far beyond
just using the conventional monads.

A∈LX

4.3

Monad-Oriented

/ LT and

L
µX = LµT
X ◦ µTTX ◦ LσTX

Morphisms f : X + Y in SetL•TΩ capture the notion of variables being substituted by many-valued sets
of terms. The Data Object Doc is such a morphism,
/ LTΩ X, where X contains Skull
i.e. Doc : X
fracture, Spinal Cord Injury, and so on, and
Very Urgent, Urgent and Not Urgent are included
in the lattice L.
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5 A Kleene algebra of substitutions
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A partially ordered monad F = (F, ¹, η, µ) consists
of a monad (F, η, µ), where (FX, ¹) is a partially order
set and certain conditions must be fulfilled. See [13] for
detail. In [10] we showed that L • TΩ can be extended
to a partially ordered monad. We further showed that
(Hom(X, FTΩ X), +, ·,∗ , 0, 1), i.e. the set of morphisms in
the Kleisli category SetF , is a Kleene algebra ([17, 18, 21]).
See [10] for detail.
We have 0 = 0X , i.e. 0X (x) = 0 for all x ∈ X, and
1 = ηX . Further, for f1 , f2 ∈ Hom(X, FTΩ X), we have
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